Fuel & energy complex is the driving force of all structural components of the state economy. Therefore the XVI International Forum "Fuel and Energy Complex of Ukraine: the Present and the Future" is an extremely important and necessary event for the whole energy community.

This key professional event is intended to be the solution of practical problems of modernization and development of the fuel & energy complex, implementation of innovation and investment projects, growth of business activity in the energy sector, development of cross-sectoral and industrial cooperation, consolidation of market professionals.

The purpose of the Forum:
- Promoting the implementation of the Energy Strategy of Ukraine up to 2030 to ensure safe and efficient operation of the whole country's energy system, state energy independence and security
- Demonstration of achievements in the energy sector aimed at modernization of the energy infrastructure, its technological, organizational, regulatory and scientific development
- Creating an effective platform for the annual meetings of the energy community, launch of new projects and keeping abreast with global trends and development prospects of power industry, fruitful dialogue between business and government

ORGANIZERS:
Ministry of Energy and Coal Industry of Ukraine
International Exhibition Centre

The Forum provides a unique opportunity to meet industry professionals:
- Heads of branch ministries and departments
- Top managers of state-owned energy companies
- Directors of energy and electrical industry companies
- Professional experts and analysts
- Strategic investors and financiers
- Managers of industrial enterprises in various sectors
- Specialists of engineering, design, scientific and research organizations
Today, the energy factor is a determinant of the development of the economic situation in Ukraine. Managers responsible for decision-making at the national, regional and local levels are to seek effective sectoral reforms, implement large-scale energy efficiency programs and energy-efficient technologies at production companies of all economic sectors.

In the new economic environment, XVI International Trade Fair "Power Engineering for Industry - 2018" is called to become the central energy sector event to showcase the latest achievements in development and production of energy-efficient equipment and innovative technologies, as well as to become the major consolidating event to facilitate efficient sector cooperation, constructive dialogue between business and government.

International Trade Fair "Power Engineering for Industry" is held within the framework of the International Forum "Fuel and Energy Complex of Ukraine: Present and Future" at the instruction of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine and under the authority of the Ministry of Energy and Coal Industry of Ukraine. It retains its leadership position and recognized authority of the professional community to present the hallmark of the energy sector of Ukraine.

The trade fair visitors and exhibitors have got the unique opportunity to participate in the discussion of the present and the future of Ukrainian energy sector, to meet high ranked sector representatives - heads of government authorities, top managers of power generation, transmission and distribution companies, leaders of electrical, instrumentation, power engineering industries, leading scientists, experts, professionals of different industries and infrastructure facilities, finance and investment companies.

Participation of Ukrainian and foreign exhibitors: developers, manufacturers, suppliers of new technologies and efficient electrical and power engineering equipment, lighting, power electronics, cables and wires, information and automation technologies, will present confirmation of their willingness and readiness to exploit their innovative potential in the reformation and modernization of the Ukrainian energy sector.

The All-Ukrainian Power Engineers' Workshop which 2014 first edition was marked with great success will gather power engineering professional of different industries to spread progressive experience of effective industrial energy management and use of energy-saving technologies, reduce of energy costs of production, rise of service life and efficiency of the power engineering and electrical equipment, and other innovative solutions.

We invite you to participate in the XVI International Trade Fair "Power Engineering for Industry – 2018", the V All-Ukrainian Power Engineers' Workshop, the
Ukraine has huge deposits of various mineral resources, by volumes of many of which our country occupies leading positions in Europe and in the world. According to the State Service for Geology and Mineral Resources of Ukraine, there are above two thousand of mining and processing companies engaged in the mining industry of Ukraine.

At the same time, a large portion of industrially proven deposits remains undeveloped, for some resources it makes 60%, which forms a significant potential for further development of the mining industry and economic development of Ukraine in general. **III International Trade Fair MINING INDUSTRY EXPO** is called to facilitate realization of this potential.

In modern conditions of rapid innovative technological development and tougher requirements of world standards for industrial and environmental safety, **Mining Industry Expo** is to become an effective marketing tool for technical and technological renewal and intensification of the Ukrainian mining industry, mining production volume growth and quality improvement.

Another important task of the **Mining Industry Expo** is development and realization of export potential of Ukrainian manufacturers at the mining equipment and technologies market by engaging foreign trade delegations to visiting the trade fair with assistance of relevant government authorities.

**The trade fair is held within the framework of the XVI International Forum "Fuel and Energy Complex of Ukraine: the Present and the Future" which includes:**
- Sector exposition of leading national companies "Fuel & Energy Complex of Ukraine",
- XVI International Trade Fair "Power Engineering for Industry - 2018",
- III International Trade Fair "OilGasExpo - 2018",
- III International Trade Fair "Mining Industry Expo - 2018",
- Business program.

We invite you to participate in the **III International Trade Fair "Mining Industry Expo - 2018"** which is the most effective business platform for promoting mining technologies and equipment, stimulating your sales growth and increasing your share at one of the Europe’s largest mining markets.
Organizer: International Exhibition Center with the support of the Ministry of Energy and Coal Industry of Ukraine, State Service of Geology and Mineral Resources of Ukraine.

The main objective of the trade fair is promoting increase of oil and gas production and improvement of efficiency of the use of these resources through the introduction of modern technologies, equipment and services.

OILGASEXPO - 2018 is the main meeting place for specialists of the oil and gas industry. Participants representing the full range of their products and visitors seeking to solve their production tasks receive the unlimited opportunities for interaction and communication which drives the both parties' business growth. Another advantage of participating in the trade fair is the opportunity to maintain contacts with regular customers and attention of not only the target group of visitors, but also the media, government agencies.

Trade fair participants: Ukrainian and foreign producers and suppliers of oil and gas equipment and technologies, oil and gas service companies, engineering companies, research organizations and other companies operating in the industry.

Target audience of the event: managers and engineers of national and private oil and gas companies, specialist companies of exploration, transportation, processing, storage and distribution of oil and gas, representatives of industry state agencies, scientific and public organizations and many others.

The trade fair is held within the framework of the XVI International Forum "Fuel and Energy Complex of Ukraine: the Present and the Future" which includes:
- Sector exposition of leading national companies "Fuel & Energy Complex of Ukraine",
- XVI International Trade Fair "Power Engineering for Industry - 2018",
- III International Trade Fair "OilGasExpo - 2018",
- III International Trade Fair "Mining Industry Expo - 2018",
- Business program.

The III Kyiv conference "Drilling. Well stimulation. Ecology and labor protection" will be held within the Forum's business program. The speakers are top management members of Ukrgazvydobuvannya PJSC, JV Poltava Petroleum Company, Burova Technika R&D LLC, Belorusneft JSC, Tacrom Services, Schlumberger, Weatherford, NOV Fidmash and other companies.

We invite you to participate in the III International Trade Fair "OILGASEXPO - 2018". Positively, the event will become an effective marketing tool for your business development, growth of the number of newcomer orders and client base expansion.